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Long-term effects of traumatic war-related events on sleep.

Lavie P, Hefez A, Halperin G, Enoch D.

Am J Psychiatry. 1979 Feb;136(2):175-8.

Eleven patients who had combat neuroses resulting from the 1973 
Yom Kippur War and complained of sleep disturbances were studied 
in a sleep laboratory. Sleep-onset insomniacs, dream-interruption 
insomniacs, and pseudoinsomniacs were differentiated on the basis 
of electrophysiologic recordings. Compared with normal controls who 
actively participated in the Yom Kippur War, patients showed 
significantly longer sleep latencies, lower sleep efficiency indices, 
lower percentage of REM sleep, and longer REM latencies.
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Five Holocaust survivors (age 45 to 68)
~ 45 years after the events

Four War related PTSD  (age 33 to 44)
14 and 3 years after the event

Two sea disasters survivors  (age 20, 25)
6 and 12 months after the events 

two control groups: 12 for Holocaust                             
survivors and 9 for war related and sea 
disaster PTSD



Post-combat and sea disaster patients were studied during 
hospitalization

Holocaust survivors were studied as outpatients

2-5 nights 

REM awakenings for dream reports 





Dreaming

In  4 out of the 11 patients: REM and non-REM related nightmares

In the 2 sea disaster survivors – REM interruption insomnia (fragmentation, violent body 
movements, vocalization, falling from bed, vivid nightmares reliving the sea disaster).  

A 45-year old concentration camp survivor- same anxiety dream after spontaneous and elicited 
awakenings – repetition of an actual traumatic experience he had at age 6. 

A 33-year old combat related PTSD patient. Same combat related nightmares after awakenings from 
REM sleep and spontaneous awakenings from non-REM

In  7 patients there was a remarkably low dream recall,  in 4 out of 21 REM awakenings

(19%)  dreams with some content were reported. In the rest of the awakenings, they

 denied dreaming at all. 



Overall, the frequency for morning dream recall was substantially 

lower than what has been reported for nonclinical populations.

D

Dream recallers 

Dreams in the Acute Aftermath of Trauma

and Their Relationship to PTSD
Thomas A. Mellman,1;2;4 Daniella David,1 Victoria Bustamante,1

Joseph Torres,1 and Ana Fins1;3

Dreams following trauma have been suggested to aid emotional adaptation, yet

trauma-related nightmares are a diagnostic symptom of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder

(PTSD). There is little published data relating dreams to PTSD soon after

trauma.We assessed dreams and PTSD in 60 injured patients after life-threatening

events and obtained follow-up assessments in 39 of these participants 6 weeks later.

Ten of 21 dream reports from morning diaries were rated and described as similar

to the recent traumatic event. The participants reporting these distressing “trauma

dreams” had more severe concurrent PTSD symptoms than those reporting other

categories of dreams and had more severe initial and follow-up PTSD than those

without dream recall. These findings along with our preliminary longitudinal observations

relating changes in dream patterns to outcome, suggest a relationship

of dream characteristics and early adaptive versus maladaptive patterns of processing

traumatic memory.

Journal of Traumatic Stress, Vol. 14, No. 1, 2001

Dream recallers had more severe initial  and follow-up PTSD than 

those without dream recall.





These results suggest that altered 
perception of sleep rather than 
sleep disturbances per se may be 
the key problem in at least some 
patients with PTSD



Polysomnographic Sleep Is Not Clinically Impaired in 

Vietnam Combat Veterans with Chronic Posttraumatic 

Stress Disorder

Thomas D.Hurwitz,  et al.

Polysomnographically recorded sleep was notably better 

than expected in the presence of clinically significant PTSD 

with typical histories of disrupted sleep. In these subjects, 

there is no clinically significant sleep disorder or typical 

pattern of sleep disturbance detectable by standard 

polysomnography.

Biol Psychiatry1998;44:1066±1073





Well-adjusted and less-adjusted

Clinical interviews regarding:

Problems at work
Marital and familial problems

Social relations
Somatic complaints

Mental problems
Dissatisfaction in life (general)

LA: Complaints for 3 out of the 6

No history of psychotic state or hospitalization due to mental illness



Controls (N=10)    Less-adjusted (N=11)    Well-adjusted (N=12)

           5 M, 5 F                   5 M, 6 F                                 5 M, 7 F   
          61.1 ± 5.4 yrs          57.5 ±  5.7 yrs                   62.7 ± 4.4 yrs
            1.1 ± 0.8                  3.8 ± 1                                  0.9 ±  1

Dream recall after REM awakenings







Controls (N=10)    Less-adjusted (N=11)    Well-adjusted (N=12)

             80%                        50.5%                                    33.7%                                                             

Dream recall (%) after REM awakenings

A surviving “Mengele twins” from Auschwitz, in the well- 
adjusted group, was awakened 13 times from REM sleep. He 
recalled only 2 (15%) brief dreams unrelated to the Holocaust.



Dreams’ characteristics

Control group had significantly more complex (p<.004) and
Saliant (p<.01) dreams than the well-adjusted. Less-adjusted 
held an intermediate position. Well-adjusted denied emotions 
towards the dreams more than Controls (p<.002) and Less-
adjusted (p<.002).

In the less-adjusted 49% of the dreams were anxiety dreams, 
some related to the holocaust.  



Coping style and dream recall

Impact Events Scale (IES): assesses two 
characteristic post traumatic coping styles 

intrusion and avoidance
PTSD questionnaire (word ‘War’ replaced by 

‘Holocaust’) number of positive symptoms
MMPI (three scales) Manifest anxiety,
Repression–sensitization, Ego strength

Symptom Checklist Q-90 
SSIAM Adjustment Q

Byrne’s R-S scale
Barron’s ego strength scale Kaminer and Lavie, 1992, Pp. 331-344



Lack of recall Significantly related to:

Stronger ego,
A repressing coping style
Lower anxiety
Less intrusions of thoughts and memories
Fewer PTSD symptoms

Frequent recallers significantly related to:

Lower ego strength
Higher anxiety
Scored higher as sensitizers
More PTSD symptoms



Mechanism of dreams’ suppression?

What differentiate dream recallers from non-recallers?



There is a greater brain reactivity 
during sleep in dream recallers than 

non-recallers

Increased Evoked Potentials to

Arousing Auditory Stimuli during

Sleep: Implication for the

Understanding of Dream Recall
Raphael Vallat 1,2, Tarek Lajnef3,4, Jean-Baptiste Eichenlaub5, Christian Berthomier6,

Karim Jerbi1,4, Dominique Morlet1,2 and Perrine M. Ruby1,2*

Frontiers in Human Neuroscience, 2017



High recallers (5.2±1.4 dreams per week) showed higher cerebral 
blood flow in the temporal parietal junction during REM sleep, N3, 
and wakefulness, and in the medial prefrontal cortex during REM 
sleep and wakefulness, than Low recallers (0.5±0.3 dreams/week). 

Resting brain activity varies with dream recall frequency 
between subjects

Eichenlaub JB, et al.
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2014, 39:1594-602. 







12 DSM-III defined PTSD patients aged 31±4.4

 10 PTSD since the Lebanon War in 1982
    1 Yom Kippur in 1973
    1 Terrorist activities 10 years prior to the study

  12 healthy IDF veterans aged 32.8±5.3 

 Each spent 4 nights in the sleep laboratory

DSM-III subscale for PTSD
Impact Events scale
Spielberger State-Trait anxiety Q
Zung self rating depression Scale
Beck depression inventory
Symptom Checklist (SCL-90)

Patients and controls significantly differed from 
each other on every one of the psychiatric 
questionnaires!



PTSD patients had higher awakening 
thresholds from REM sleep:

25 ± 11 vs. 15 ± 8 dB, p<.02 

Awakening thresholds correlated with:
 
Beck depression score,  r = 0.56 p<0.05
Percent dream recall,     r = -0.51 p<0.08

No significant difference in percent dream 
recall:

83% PTSD
81% controls

A marked difference in dreams’ content:

In 50% of the PTSD but in none of the controls 
dreams contained explicit combat-related 
content.



Vigilance and Avoidance during Sleep in US Vietnam War 
Veterans with Posttraumatic Stress Disorder

Kramer, Milton MD*; Kinney, Lois PhD†

Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease 191(10):p 685-687,  2003. |

The expectation was that that the PTSD group, who reported being hyper-vigilant, would 
have a lower arousal threshold than the comparison group. The PTSD group had higher 
arousal thresholds in both non-REM and REM across the night. …..How might the elevated 
arousal threshold in the PTSD group be explained? Dagan et al. (1991) and Lavie et al. (1998) suggest 
that to maintain sleep active blocking of internal (dreams) and external (noise) stimuli 
occurs.

https://journals.lww.com/jonmd/toc/2003/10000








1. Sleep disorders in  at least some PTSD patients appear to be 

mainly subjective and therefore history should be very 

carefully taken, attention should be given to comorbidities

2. Low dream recall and possibly deepening of sleep may be 

specific to PTSD and should be evaluated when dealing with 

such patients

3. One consequence of sleep deepening may be lower threshold 

for disorders of arousal  to appear such as sleep-walking, 

night terrors,  confusional awakenings, and disordered 

breathing in sleep. This should be kept in mind when 

questioning and treating these patients.

4. The question if a PSG should be performed as part of the 

clinical evaluation should be addressed on an individual 

basis. 

Insights and conclusions





Part 1: Survey of sleep disturbances

Third week of the War 

Random sample of 200 people (100 men 100 women, mean age 41 ± 15.3 years)

Telephone interviews

Do you have difficulties falling asleep?
Do you use sleeping pills?

Do you suffer from mid-sleep awakenings?

“every night”, “almost every night”, “sometimes”, “seldom”, ”never”

Comparison with similar data obtained from 1501 industrial workers (1981)



Stage 2: Actigraphic monitoring

6 men and 13 women Median age 42

Tel Aviv and Haifa

7-day recordings

Nights following an evening missile attack (n=19)

Nights without preceding missile attacks (n=19)

A night with a missile attack at 01:36 (n=6)

 



10% mid-sleep awakenings                                      5% W vs. 4.1% M

4.5% difficulties falling asleep                                 14% W vs. 6% M

13.5% awakenings + difficulties falling asleep        21% W vs 4.1% M

Only 3% of the sample reported using sleeping pills at least “sometimes”

Women complained significantly more than men

People living in Tel Aviv and Haifa complained more than other areas

No effect of age 

         

Survey of sleep disturbances







Sadeh A et al., J Ambul Monit 1989

Sadeh A et al., Pediatrics 1991

1957-2016אבי שדה פרופ



Actigraphic sleep data 

Night  Sleep Onset  Sleep Duration   SE

No attack                       23:30           449 min        89.3%

Evening attack               00:15           423 min        91.1%

Attack at 01:36 AM        00:09           344 min       85.5% 



Subjective and objective data

Marked discrepancy between the 

telephone survey and the actigraphic 

recordings

Possible explanation:

“fear of sleep” rather than insomnia 







Danger to sleep – The 1991 Gulf War 







Inducing forgetting
Active forgetting

Directed forgetting
Adaptive forgetting

2004

96



Miller G. 

Forgetting and remembering. Learning to forget. 

Science. 2004, 304, 34-6. 

“Remembering the good times is nice but forgetting the really awful 

times– or at least keeping those memories in check – may matter more for 

quality of life.” …………

Recent work has identified key brain regions involved in suppressing 

memories….Applying their work to the clinic, some researchers have seen 

promising results with drugs that weaken the emotional hold of traumatic 

memories that may open the way to treatments of millions of people 

suffering from anxiety disorders.” (p. 34) 



Kida S. Reconsolidation/destabilization, 

extinction and forgetting of fear memory as 

therapeutic targets for PTSD. 

Psychopharmacology (Berl). 2019 

Jan;236(1):49-57. doi: 10.1007/s00213-018-

5086-2. Epub 2018 Oct 29. PMID: 30374892; 

PMCID: PMC6373183.

Ishikawa R, Uchida C, Kitaoka S, Furuyashiki T, 

Kida S. Improvement of PTSD-like behavior by the 

forgetting effect of hippocampal neurogenesis 

enhancer memantine in a social defeat stress 

paradigm. Mol Brain. 2019 Aug 2;12(1):68. doi: 

10.1186/s13041-019-0488-6. PMID: 31370877; 

PMCID: PMC6676601.

Rosenberg LB. Necessary forgetting: on the use 

of propranolol in post-traumatic stress disorder 

management. Am J Bioeth. 2007 Sep;7(9):27-8. 

doi: 10.1080/15265160701518524. PMID: 

17849335.

Sarmanlu M, Kuypers KPC, Vizeli P, Kvamme TL. 
MDMA-assisted psychotherapy for PTSD: Growing 
evidence for memory effects mediating treatment 
efficacy. Prog Neuropsychopharmacol Biol 
Psychiatry. 2024 Jan 10;128:110843. doi: 
10.1016/j.pnpbp.2023.110843. Epub 2023 Aug 21. 
PMID: 37611653.

3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA)

מטהאמפטמין-דיאוקסי-מתילן3,4  



To sleep or not to sleep……………

After a trauma

A therapeutic dilema



To sleep or not to sleep, that is the question: A systematic review and 

meta-analysis on the effect of post-trauma sleep on intrusive memories of 

analog trauma

Sarah K. Schäfer et al 

Behaviour Research and Therapy, Volume 167, August 2023

Our findings suggest that post-trauma sleep has the potential to be protective by reducing intrusion 

frequency. More research is needed to determine the impact following real-world trauma and the 

potential clinical significance.

Nine studies were included in our traditional meta-analysis (8 in the IPD meta-analysis). Our analysis 

provided evidence for a small effect favoring sleep over wakefulness, log-ROM = 0.25, p < .001,



The potential beneficial effect of sleep deprivation following traumatic events to preventing PTSD: Review 

of current insight regarding sleep, memory, and trauma resonating with ancient rituals—Àìsùn Oku 

(African) and Tsuya (Japanese)

Hagit Cohen et al.

Neuropsychopharmacology Reports. 2023;43:2–11.

From an evolutionary perspective, we suggest that (natural) SD following 

stressogenic/traumatic event is critical for enabling organisms to adapt to future 

conditions. We suggest that at least some of the biological responses following 

traumatic events result in an increase in vigilance and wakefulness and, therefore, 

cause SD, which may not represent dysfunction but rather biologically adaptive 

strategies for dealing with adversity.



“If you can repress the demons that 
come out during the night, maybe 
you’ll be able to repress the demons 
that come out during the day. And they 
won’t return in flashbacks,  in disturbing 
memories, in hyper-vigilance, in living 
on your tip toes all the time, looking for 
signs or things that remind you of the 
trauma”

Repressing dreams that poison sleep
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